Gooms Teaches a Class

Professor Gooms (now at A&M) is teaching his favorite class next semester. Unfortunately, he can’t remember what it is or what time it is to be taught. He took some notes. Can you help him out?

1. If the class is “Squaring the Circle” then it is at 8:00Am.
2. If the class is “Skyhooks and their uses” then it is at 12:00 Noon
3. If class is at 8:00AM then it is “Bootstrapping your car”.
4. If class is at 3:00PM then it is “Skyhooks and their uses.”
5. If class is at 12:00Noon then it is “Squaring the Circle.”

Professor Gooms is also teaching his second favorite class next semester, but has forgotten what it is and what the room number is.

1. If the class is not “Peeling the skinless frank” then it is in 314.
2. The class is “Why onions have no seeds” unless it’s not in 314.
3. If the class is “Why onions have no seeds” then it’s not in 314.
4. If the class is in 314 then it is “Planning your escape from reality.”
5. If the class is in 109, then it is not “Peeling the skinless frank.”